Openmod workshop

25th – 28th of March 2024

Etienne Cuisinier (CRESYM) – etienne.cuisinier@cresym.eu
Sacha Hodencq (G2Elab) – sacha.hodencq@univ-grenoble-inp.org
- Largest Alps conurbation: 450,000 inhabitants
- City population: 160,000
- One of the flattest city in France
- First Green mayor in a French city (2014)
- Pioneering city for hydropower (Aristide Bergès, XIXth)
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Street Art contest

3 points/photo - Bonus points with other street arts!
https://cloud.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/s/JaZ8i82NRBZ6DZ6
Detective challenge

• 6 questions to meet your peers!

Can you find someone who attended more than 3 openmod workshops and someone attending for the first time?

Who is explicitly accounting for GHG emissions in her/his model?
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